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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Big Data refers to a large amount of data and in the enterprise context, it refers to the massive 
volume of data, including both structured and unstructured data that the companies generate 
or have access to. Big Data gains significance at an operational and practical level in that this 
data is so large that it is difficult to process using traditional methods built around regular 
database and software techniques used for data handling.  

The importance, scope and possibilities associated with Big Data points to a wide range of 
applications and opportunities in different business sectors and verticals such as retail, banking, 
hospitality, media, utilities, financial services, healthcare and pharmaceutical, 
telecommunications, government, security, and e-business. Among companies in all these 
sectors, telecommunications companies can be called leaders in this ‘movement’ emerging as 
major users and beneficiaries of Big Data.  

Leading companies in Big Data are already making great strides and will surely represent the 
forbearers of many great solutions yet to come. 

In this report, Mind Commerce evaluates Guavus, a leading Big Data Analytics company that 
provides a suite of big data analytics applications for next generation service assurance, 
including planning and operations and next generation customer experience management, 
including care and marketing. 

Guavus is clearly a leading Big Data player with advantages in a few key areas: 

 Collect at Scale – Able to collect event data in real-time and at massive scale, from a 
variety of sources, batch or streaming, leveraging a big data engine. 

 Enrich & Fuse in Real-Time - Perform real-time complex enrichment & fusion of data 
with other events and reference data combining data in motion with data at rest. 

 Analytics: Centered on Data Science - Monitor millions of event time-series and apply 
machine learning for baselining, anomalies detection actionable intelligence. 

 Drive Action or Decision – Insights can be fed into workflows and business processes to 
automate decisions or integrated with downstream systems for automated alerts and 
real time actions and operations 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 What is Big Data? 

Big Data refers to a massive volume of both structured and unstructured data. The key point 
here is that the volume of data is so large that it is difficult to process using traditional and 
hitherto known database and software techniques. There have always been applications, 
projects and sectors that have churned out huge datasets so that the aspect of the volume of 
data is not something new. However in recent years there has been great interest, technology 
availability and commercial investments in specific solutions that can aid in the processing and 
analysis of such large volumes of data. This brings in Big Data as a larger solution area with its 
attendant software, tools, approaches and dynamics. 

Thus Big Data refers to datasets that comprise both structured and unstructured data and one, 
which is growing rapidly, possibly with transactional and operational data. The defining aspect 
is that it is beyond the capability of regular database tools to store, manage, analyze and find 
meaningful reference to future decisions and action. 

Big data has come about at three main levels-variety, volume and velocity. The large data 
quantity may be from within the specific enterprise or general/ public sources or even private 
sources. The data is also diverse, coming from emails, social media, transaction data, customer 
interaction, M2M, web logs, click streams, retail sensors, audio or video feeds or any other 
transactional or operational source.  

The magnitude can be imagined from the fact that the quantity of data worldwide was 
estimated at about 0.8 zeta bytes in 2009, 1.9 zeta bytes in 2011 growing to become over 7.9 
zeta bytes in 2015 and over 35 zeta bytes in 2020. 

0.8 1.9

7.9

35

2009 2011 2015 2020

Quantity of Data, Zeta bytes

 
Figure 1: Global Data 2009 - 2020 

 

It is estimated that about 2.5 billion GB of data is generated daily. While the above data 
indicated the staggering growth of data, another important fact is that the cost of data storage 
and management. This metric has been on a downslide over the years, making it cheaper to 
record, store, process and analyze data. 
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Figure 2: Data Management Costs 2005 - 2015 

 

The increased attention interest and investment in Big Data is the mainly due to the level and 
quality of insight that can be derived from bits of information from diverse sources that were 
earlier statutory, archival or transactional data at best locked away for reference. Big Data 
analytics present a major competitive advantage for businesses since these can be used to 
derive predictions and actionable insights that can lead to better decision making and improved 
business operations. 

When compared to traditional storage and analysis platforms, Big Data needs and implies a 
more advanced mechanism. Here technologies like NoSQL databases and MapReduce/ Hadoop 
and Apache Spark frameworks play an important part in Big Data and its analytics. Big Data 
brings with it the element of high frequency of data capture on a near real-time/real-time basis, 
which brings new challenges and opportunities with respect to data management and 
reporting.  

These aspects of Big Data are the major reasons for the difference and the drivers of changes 
within the IT establishment. Of this the greater use of unstructured or semi-structured data is 
changing storage and modeling requirements. While earlier unstructured data had not been 
stored or analyzed due to the constant level, speed and level of significance of transient data, 
this ‘data in motion’ has now been found to have a much higher value if it is acted on quickly. 
This is now possible with new technology and the lower cost of storing and analyzing it, in near-
real-time. This is in contrast to the earlier situation when most processes were done off-line 
and required manual interventions. 

Big Data solutions find use in a vast array of applications and opportunities in many vertical 
sectors such as retail, hospitality, media, utilities, financial services, healthcare and 
pharmaceutical, telecommunications, government, homeland security, industrial Internet and 
most other vertical segments where large volumes of transactional and operational data can be 
collected and analyzed to provide business insight and a call to action for better business 
processes. 

Big Data solutions form an ecosystem rather than being specific point solutions. The ecosystem 
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consists of the following: 

 Big Data management and storage with data storage infrastructure and technologies for 

handling data 

 Big Data analytics technologies and tools that help to analyze data and derive insights 

from it 

 Big Data applications that are used in relation to enabling insights from these 

technologies in conjunction with BI and other applications 

 IT services specific to Big Data systems -SI, project management, and design 

A market comprising the above elements and sub-segments would be a substantial one and 
given the widespread interest and investment would be a substantial one in value terms. Mind 
Commerce estimates that global spending on Big Data will grow at a CAGR of 48% between 
2014 and 2019 to reach revenues of US$135 Billion by the end of 2019, from a value of nearly 
US$19.2 Billion in 2014. Some of the Big Data Hadoop market leaders include Amazon Web 
Services, Cloudera, Hortonworks, IBM, MapR Technologies, Pivotal Software, and Teradata. 

With access to vast amounts of data sets, Communication Service Providers (CSPs) are 
emerging as major proponents of the Big Data movement. Big Data technologies, and in 
particular their analytics abilities, offer a multitude of benefits to CSPs including improved 
subscriber experience, building and maintaining smarter networks, reducing churn, and 
generation of new revenue streams.  

 

2.2 Why is Big Data Important? 

 

Technological, financial and business elements have pushed Big Data into an orbit of 
phenomenal growth, giving organizations greater access to insights that are deeper and 
broader – with greater levels of knowledge about user behavior across channels such as search 
and social, and into key performance indicators, globally and locally. This has allowed 
enterprises to be more responsive to changes in user behavior and needs, and to industry 
developments.  

This transformation has come about with the ability to handle large volumes of data and Big 
Data assumes importance because it has transformed the way enterprises manage data and at 
a larger level how the enterprises are managed.  

Big Data has brought about a significant shift in the way organizations handled data—where 
scientific studies and statistical significance were used in conjunction with fair assumptions to 
determine the level of importance of information and how they could form the basis for sound 
analysis and inference based on data.  

Now, technology in the form of Big Data Analytics is providing a better alternative by making 
the assumptions obsolete. While earlier it may have taken much iteration, mid-course 
corrections and alternatives, the use of an alternative approach called Bayesian inference has 
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made the whole exercise more robust, reliable and more intuitive so that it is now possible to 
simply make a guess and then revise the judgment as new information came in.  This approach 
has no specific controls, no rules about significance, but just a revision of probabilities in the 
wake of new data, inferences and developments.  

Although Bayesian methods were present and successful in an earlier era (WW II) they were 
considered impractical and difficult since it was hard to gather enough data to make them 
work. The techniques and technologies behind Big Data have changed this scenario and now we 
have the means to collect data across the lifecycle of a project, transaction or interaction. The 
cheaper cost of storage has also made it possible to hold data while the processing power is 
also fast increasing. The combination of greater returns in storage and processing power, along 
with huge volumes of data from the Internet of Things (IoT) and better algorithms, has helped 
make Bayesian methods not only practical, but faster, cheaper and more accurate than 
conventional methods.  

This outlines the importance of Big Data Analytics as a technology that provides the means to 
fruitfully analyze data and derive insights that are timely, actionable and relevant. 

Big Data Applications therefore represents a fundamental shift in collecting data, accessing 
data, storing data, analyzing it and acting on the insights derived from data.  Big Data does not 
try to get “right” information based on controlled research and small samples, but allows for 
changes en route and is more suited for a dynamic environment where real world information 
is used all the time to steer the course. 

Big Data Applications make it possible to maintain the context of the data since it is much more 
than the refined structured data stores in use earlier that carried data cleaned of unnecessary 
variables not lending itself to structured sampling, data capturing and analysis. Big Data 
Applications also have the capability to balance between structured and unstructured data, 
combining multiple data sources with the capacity to accurately account for differences in 
granularity, velocity of changes, lifespan, perishability and dependencies of participating 
datasets. However the important and operative part here is that unstructured data can be used 
effectively and find a role in the analysis and the competitive advantage derived from it. Un-
structured data can be incorporated into the database, processed to derive useful information 
and can be use to improve businesses. This makes Big Data Applications very useful since the 
variable element can also be brought into play and made use of for the organization. 

While the new business systems help collect lots of data, Big Data Applications help to use that 
data to gain an advantage and be successful in the marketplace. More than a change in 
technology, Big Data represents a structural transformation in how enterprises are managed. 
With the help of a team of data engineers, analyzing volumes of information is possible in real 
time and can help make strategic decisions for the business. Using Big Data Applications it is 
possible to find the anomalies that matter, in the context of the business problem being 
managed.  

Arguably, the buzz around Big Data has been mainly due to the way unstructured data is made 
useful that it helps business to arrive at a decision in an easier and quicker way.  

Unstructured data has proliferated with the rise of Internet and other technologies but it has 
also created complexity since the data is difficult to understand. This has meant that 
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enterprises need to use Big Data solutions to convert this unstructured data to useful 
information.  

2.3 What about Analytics? 

Big Data at its basic level is about the technology solutions and services that work towards 
handling large volumes of data and using it to increase the efficiency. The ‘big’ness of data 
varies across different companies depending on their database management tools. Big Data 
attains completeness only when it is analyzed, insights derived and used in the enterprise. This 
brings in Analytics as a means to work on the large quantities of data and make it contextually 
relevant. This makes analytics the next step after Big Data and a few steps ahead of Business 
Intelligence as typically referred in the conventional sense. 

 
Figure 3: BI, Big Data, and Analytics 

Thus Big Data and analytics go hand-in-hand and are mutually interdependent, since one is 
incomplete without the other. The diagram above indicates the development and evolution of 
one technology/ process leading to the next, starting with conventional BI. Handling batch 
queries, predefined and ad hoc queries with an initial level of analytical modeling have been 
some of the areas that were seen in the context of conventional BI.  

Big Data has brought with it the capability to glean unstructured data including social media 
interaction, searches, Web text, transactional and operational data that has seen data growing 
beyond petabyte levels. Analytics uses Big Data for help with strategies in the context of 
patterns, context related intelligence and real time continuous data updates. The next step in 
this flow is that of process changes in business, which requires integration at a system level, 
doing away with manual processes that do not allow real time reactions. 

While Big Data in itself is complex the dynamic business environment of the current times can 
make analytics very complex. It involves aggregating data from multiple projects and 
applications and in various different formats into a single set for analysis at the first level. This is 
an intricate challenge and one of the reasons why single analytics platforms that are embedded 
within core operational systems are becoming popular. Analytics requires key data to be 
integrated and not stored in silos since this could see insights being lost. 

Business analytics use data derived from facts to measure past performance. This helps in 
foreseeing and forestalling small problems becoming big problems. Analytics when used with 
customer data examine customer conversations to identify trends, gaps and capture opinions, 
trends and sentiment as on social media. By tracking consumption of products and services 
consumption analytics helps to find out areas leading or lagging in adoption, or the use of 
product features. The enterprise has to decide and identify the specific areas to use analytics. 

Conventional  
       BI 

    Big Data    Process 
                     
Integration 

   Analytics 
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Once the area is identified, the second aspect is to determine the approach to these individual 
analytics groups that would benefit by and help to transform the business. Analytics has two 
high-level approaches, real-time and batch. The former is about performing analysis on live 
data that helps detect issues or problems as they happen. This will allow the issues to be 
rectified before they negatively impact the project. On the other hand, batch analytics involves 
using Big Data to identify trends across a larger span of time or for historical analysis. It is done 
with one or more data sets being used for analysis at a set time.  

Big Data Analytics Applications otherwise known as Analytics involves a Data Scientist or Data 
Analyst or Analytic Specialist who can understand how Big Data can be captured and how the 
data can be used with the help of some analytic tools. Analytic tools exist with a set of rules 
known as algorithms, which decide the data to be captured, how to capture it and how to 
present it in a simpler form that aids decision-making.  

While Big Data involves large volumes of data from various different sources, it is the velocity or 
the frequency of data generation, capture and updating that brings opportunities with respect 
to real-time management and reporting. This transient data attains higher value and use if it is 
acted on quickly hence the case for analytics, more so in real time.  

In telecom specifically, analytics have been used for some years now and are established within 
the industry, specifically within the CSP arena, which is the most established and recognized 
segment users of analytics. Here tools are used to provide segmentation and market analysis to 
help prevent churn and form the basis for new campaigns to increase the sale of new services 
and products. In telecom key Big Data sources include both internal and external data. The 
former include customer data and operational data collected from the network, besides 
subscriber data that can provide additional attributes to the analytics models.  

Analytics are used by CSPs in all aspects of their operations. By using the vast data volumes 
derived from disparate sources CSPs are able to bring about improvements in customer 
experience, service assurance, sales and marketing, operational efficiency, and network 
performance. Telecom companies handle huge and growing amounts of data as networks 
expand and customer bases grow and they depend on accurate operational data on network 
and infrastructure performance to ensure top quality services. They also use updated and 
active subscriber data to improve the design, pricing, and marketing of their services. 

In the telecom market, the Big Data analytics market is expected to grow at a CAGR of nearly 
50% between 2014 and 2019, growing to about US$5.4 Billion in annual revenue from nearly 
US$ 800 million in 2014. While companies are dealing with challenges such as the lack of clear 
Big Data strategies, security concerns and the need for workforce re-skilling, the growth 
potential of Big Data is unambiguous, undeniable and unprecedented. 
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2.4 What about Business Intelligence? 

 

When discussing Big Data, another technology Business Intelligence (BI) is brought up as it is 
closely related. BI was the buzzword of the 1990s, and this technology was expected to give 
business users the tools to turn raw data into actionable insights. However, over the years 
much of BI's potential was watered down by the cost and complexity of deploying it. Though 
there have been improvements, variations and developments to the generation of BI solutions, 
at a basic level BI solutions focus on structured data held in relational databases.  

In contrast, most of the world's business information is semi-structured or unstructured, 
presenting a stronger case for Big Data as we know now. In the present day scenario where 
Hadoop and NoSQL handle data that is more and more unstructured or semi-structured, BI is 
still very relevant to Hadoop, NoSQL, and semi or un-structured data. This is true if BI tools 
natively connect to new sources of data and are able to leverage the power of the clusters 
behind them and to connect to them through their native APIs. 

Earlier, BI was used to access relational database data and it did a fairly good job with the 
structured data therein. However, over the years more and more business areas are becoming 
data-driven, with the underlying data becoming more and more non-relational and tending to 
grow in volume and speed. This made BI lose its value and relevance at the expense of Big Data. 
It is often said that BI helps find answers to known questions while Big Data helps find the 
questions that may yet be unknown or lying in wait. In contrast, with Big Data there are not 
many easy, well defined reports and answers as seen with BI. This could be because there is not 
a single system that is implemented and managed in Big Data as it is with BI.   

The question here would be if Big Data and BI are complementary, competing or divergent. 
Function and feature-wise, Big Data has an edge over BI but for businesses that have invested 
in the two, greater value would come from integrating advanced analytics for Big Data with BI 
systems. There is synergy between advanced analytics and BI and the two can complement 
each other with advanced analytics providing the deeper, exploratory perspective on the data, 
while BI systems look at the structured aspect. Since BI systems have richness in dashboard 
visualization, reporting, performance management metrics, and such areas they can serve an 
important purpose in making advanced analytics actionable.  As a whole, Big Data technologies 
and solutions are viewed as complementary to BI. 
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3.0 GUAVUS 

3.1 Overview 

Guavus delivers big data analytics applications that provide operational intelligence for next 
generation service assurance and customer experience management. The applications, which 
are enabled by the Guauvs Reflex Operational Intelligence platform, are capable of analyzing 
streaming data and static data, and address specific business problems related to network 
operations, planning, marketing, and customer care. The company claims to analyze more than 
50% of the mobile data traffic in US and processing more than 2.5 petabytes of data daily.  

The company has pursued selective acquisitions in the past to strengthen its offerings for the 
telecom vertical, which included acquisition of Neuralitic Systems in January 2013 and the 
Pipeline product technology in June 2013. 

The company continues to secure funding from strategic investors to expand its operations, 
strengthen the product offerings and pursue selective acquisitions to cater to the requirements 
of global and diverse customer base. Key strategic investors include Artiman, Sofinnova 
Ventures, Intel Capital, Goldman Sachs, Investor Growth Capital, QuestMark Partners, Singtel 
Innov8 and TransLink Capital. In June 2015, the company announced that they had raised an 
additional $30 million from new and existing investors bringing total investment to over $130 
million and in September 2015, Guavus announced that Liberty Global Ventures had made a 
strategic investment in the company. The new funds are to be used to expand into new 
geographies, new product development and adjunct markets such as logistics for the industrial 
Internet of Things. 

The company provides its operational intelligence applications to leading Communication 
Service Providers, enterprises and MSOs. Some of its clients included AT&T, Verizon, and Sprint 
etc. The Guavus Reflex platform provides customers with an end-to-end decision making 
capability by performing analysis on static as well dynamic data in real time (on streaming data 
as well). It provides analysis capabilities on structured as well as unstructured data. The 
platform uses optimized computational algorithms and machine learning features, for providing 
insights from the received massive volumes of diverse datasets. 

Founded in the year 2006, the company has 350 employees and has its headquarters in San 
Mateo (California), United States along with offices in India, United Kingdom, Australia, Mexico, 
Canada and Singapore. 

3.2 Offerings 

The combination of applications and platform offered by Guavus enables it to provide a 
complete analytics solutions ranging from data ingestion and aggregations to providing data 
visualization through the analysis of the available data. It can integrate Hadoop, batch 
processing, streaming analytics, columnar databases, including its comprehensive connectors.  
 
Service Assurance  
SPs are challenged by a significant increase in mobile broadband demand, with a growing need 
to measure end-to-end quality of service in order to differentiate based on quality of 
experience. SPs require a service and network centric awareness to remain competitive, 
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efficient, available, and operating within existing budgets.  
 
The Guavus Service Assurance product suite provides carrier-grade big data operational 
intelligence across very demanding elastic networks of multiple vendor, tier, and technology 
serving chains of operations and infrastructure. It primarily benefits the following groups:  
 

 Network Operations – Ensures high service quality and reliability for the mobile 3G/4G 
and fixed line network and provider services by delivering real-time analytics across a 
variety of data sources  

 Network Capacity & Planning – Optimizes network planning and expansion while 
reducing CapEx and deferral within a contextually-aware service consumption pattern 
by the subscriber base in consumer and enterprise segments  

 Product Development – Delivers insights across devices and services to inform service 
uptake, experience measurement and new investment planning  

 
Key benefits:  
 

 Differentiate based on Customer Experience — In contrast to per site, probe- centric 
and NEs/EMS individualized OSS reporting and analysis, Guavus provides a complete 
view of the network that is essential to holistically understanding the individual 
subscriber and service characteristics  

 E2E Service Management — Guavus’ advanced performance monitoring approach for 
the service, core/access, and transport tiers of the network and across communication 
protocols provides a striped assurance model to measure end to end network and 
service performance  

 Faster Mean Time to Understand & Remediate — Guavus’ real-time data collection, 
analysis and decisioning enable timely causality analysis  

 Service Integrity & Management — Service integrity and customer experience require 
proactive corrective action to prevent service degradations and outages. Network 
KPI/KQI inter-dependencies, sequence of patterns, time of day, vulnerable NEs, alarms, 
trouble tickets, etc. are continuously machine-learned and applied to present data and 
business horizon for proactive assurance and closed-loop workflows.  

 Integration Platform — Guavus delivers a consolidated data mediation, correlation, and 
normalization platform for data across network elements, probes, OMs, alarms, care 
tickets and more  

 Providing consistent, high quality of service is critical to establishing customer loyalty. 
Guavus provides an operational infrastructure that delivers a unified and granular view 
of customers' experience across the network.  
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Customer Experience Management  
 
Guavus provides a suite of applications for a new generation of analytics-driven customer 
experience management (CEM). For the first time, CSPs and MSOs have the ability to optimize 
the entire customer journey using a holistic, cross-functional data-driven approach. The 
applications correlate and fuse network, operational and subscriber data to fully grasp the 
quality of experience and quickly take corrective action when it anticipates poor service quality.  
 
The Guavus CEM product suite helps SPs go beyond the slow, reactive approach that attempts 
to assuage customers after they have already had an inferior experience. The products enable 
SPs to monitor and measure the customer experience at an unprecedented granular level and 
be able to respond to an individual’s quality of experience in far more effective ways:  
 

 Prescriptive: Care Reflex enables care agents to quickly resolve issues or escalate to the 
correct personnel by arming them with holistic, near real-time access to subscriber 
experience data at the time of customer call. This reduces average handling time (AHT), 
increases first call resolution and improves mean time to repair (MTTR), all leading to a 
more satisfied customer. It will also reduce operational cost because the care agents’ 
time are used more effectively, and the more accurate diagnosis also reduces no fault 
found equipment returns  

 Proactive: By detecting subtle patterns and anomalies in data, Care Reflex can identify 
developing issues that may be large in scope and provides tools to proactively notify 
affected customers with recommended solutions, likely deflecting a large number of 
calls. Guavus also provides tools to optimize network planning so that customer 
experience remains front of mind and QoE does not suffer.  

 Persuasive: Marketing Reflex enables you to deliver targeted, personalized service and 
offers, which delight, rather than annoy, the subscriber. By understanding each 
subscriber at a granular level, Marketing Reflex increases upsell/cross-sell through 
customer profiling and delivers personalized subscriber engagement that improves 
customer retention and grows customer advocacy.  

Guavus CEM delivers a modern architecture that correlates and fuses data points across the 
entire customer lifecycle – from awareness to product comparison to purchase to retention, 
care, loyalty and word of mouth. Guavus provides a holistic data analytics solution that spans 
proactive service assurance to self-service customer care and personalized marketing. 

 

Guavus List of Applications 

Content Reflex Collects network data in real time and 
performs traffic categorization to enable 
accurate planning and forecasting  

 

Care Reflex Delivers real-time, holistic visibility into the 
entire customer journey across different 
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services and networks to the care agent at the 
time of call to enable smarter, contextual 
dialog and a fast, accurate issue resolution  

 

Marketing Reflex Fastest provider of subscriber-level analytics: 
understands every subscriber’s interest at a 
granular level to enable personalized service 
and help SPs strengthen their competitive 
position against OTT providers 

Service Reflex 3 Delivers a holistic view of network activity that 
affects customer experience by integrating 
data from the network, support, and usage 
events. Advanced analytics such as anomaly 
detection, root cause analysis and 
commonality correlation enable impactful 
action  

 

Ran Reflex Provides effective streaming data mediation, 
real-time operational intelligence, and 
proactive service assurance 

Mobile Service Assurance Provides carrier-grade big data operational 
intelligence to proactively ensure quality of 
service  

Pipeline Fast IPDR mediation platform, enabling 
massive scale collection of usage data, real-
time processing, usage reporting and 
calculation for usage accounting and usage-
based billing, network and service planning, 
congestion mitigation and proactive network 
maintenance 

IP Reflex Provides detailed and timely insights into the 
way customers, peers and prospects interact 
with the network to enable sales prospect 
identification, customer profitability analysis, 
peering SLAs monitoring, usage trends and risk 
profile evaluations 
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Guavus Product Focus - Mobile 

Network Planning 

• Network Traffic Mix 

Reporting 

• Multi-Peak & QOE Analysis 

• Tethering Policy 

Enablement (w/ Cisco) 

• M2M/ IoT Activities 

Monitoring 

• Real-Time Customer 

Journey QoS Enablement 

• Customer QoS Anomaly 

Detection and Correlation 

with Network Performance 

• Proactive Care 

• Self Care Portal 

Network Operations Marketing Care 

• Network & Service 

Performance Monitoring 

• QoS Anomaly Detection & 

Automated Root Cause 

Analysis 

• Impact & Cost Analysis 

• RAN & Core Network Fused 

Session Mediation 

• Service Adoption & 

Performance (vs. OTT) 

• Subscriber Profiling 

• Personalization & 

Targeting Enablement 

• CSP Data Monetization 

• Service Inactivity 

Mitigation 

NextGen Service Assurance NextGen CEM 

RAN Analytics 
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New Breed of Service Assurance Applications 

RAN Analytics 

Planning  & Forecasting Performance & Operations Service Assurance 

Usage & Policy IP Analysis & Security  Quality of Service 
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New Breed of Customer Experience Applications 

Quality of Experience Subscriber Insights Proactive Care 

Revenue Assurance Service Level Analysis Subscriber Profiling 

 

Figure 4: Guavus Analytics Platform 

The real time analysis and insights provided enables the companies (CSPs) to increase the 
efficiency of their marketing campaigns, through increased analysis of the network data 
captured and customer data to create customized plans based on their usage, customer profiles 
etc. Also, the effectiveness of the campaigns used to target the customers based on customer 
data. The network data availability would help them improvise their network workloads and 
also increase the customer care services. 
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3.3 Strategies and Plans 

Guavus, in order to strengthen its positioning in the CSP verticals, pursues growth strategies 
which have been outlined below: 

 Actively seeks funding from leading strategic investors to further enhance its services 
offerings and expand into new geographies.  
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 Pursues selective acquisitions to strengthen its positioning as a leading provider of 
analytics solutions in the telecommunications vertical. 

o Acquired Pipeline, a company involved in the collecting, analysis and mediation 
of IPDR (Internet Protocol Detailed Records), to enable service providers analyze 
the network bandwidth and network utilization trends. The acquisition enabled 
Guavus to position itself as a big data analytics company to analyze the trends 
and usage pattern of the networks, services, devices and subscribers. (Jun’ 13) 

o Completed the acquisition of Neuralitic Systems, a provider of mobile data 
monetization and marketing analytics services to the telecommunication 
services providers, to optimize business operations and customer experiences 
through data analytics, to enable them to enhance their revenue stream and 
improvise customer service experiences. (Jan’ 13). 

3.4 Partnerships and Alliances 

Guavus partners with companies such as IT vendors, equipment manufacturers and DPI 
vendors, to leverage mutual capabilities and strengthen its positioning in the 
telecommunications industry. 

Some of its leading partners include, Cisco, Deloitte, and InfoSys: 

 

Name of the 
Partner 

Partnership Details 

Reverb 
Networks 

Partnered to jointly develop a solution, which combines the Centralized 

Self Optimizing Network (cSON) solution features of Reverb with Guavus 

Reflex platform capabilities, to provide the telcos with increased operation 

efficiency and better spectrum utilization capabilities. (Jun’ 14) 

Deloitte Signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Deloitte Australia to 

provide Deloitte with its Guavus platform, which would enable it to cater to 

the clients of the retail, financial services, energy and public sector with 

capabilities to address the big data challenges and requirements. (May’ 14) 

Samsung Guavus partners with Samsung on their CognitiV OSS solution. Together 
with IBM, the companies help mobile service providers to manage and 
optimize their networks in a proactive and intelligent way. Based on 
information collected from network elements and user traffic, CognitiV OSS 
analyzes users’ service quality of experience (QoE) in real-time, which 
provides automated network optimization and root-cause analysis of 
service quality degradation. 

InfoSys Infosys, a global leader in consulting, technology, outsourcing and next-
generation services partners with Guavus to provide a new generation of 
analytics solutions to Communications Service Providers (CSP) and Cable 
Media Entertainment (CME) industries.  
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Cisco Guauvs has an OEM partnership with Cisco Systems, Inc. where Cisco 

includes Guavus’ award-wining big data analytic products for operational 

intelligence as an integral part of the Cisco Mobility Unified Reporting & 

Analytics System (MURAL). 

 

3.5 Key Differentiators 

Guavus has several key differentiators: 

 

 Collect at Scale: We are able to collect event data in real-time and at massive scale from 
a variety of sources, batch or streaming leveraging a big data engine 

 Enrich & Fuse in Real time: Perform real-time complex enrichment & fusion of data with 
other events and reference data combining data in motion with data at rest 

 Analytics: centered on Data Science: Monitor millions of event time-series and apply 
machine learning for baselining, anomalies detection actionable intelligence 

 Drive Action or Decision:  Automate decisions or integration with downstream systems 
for automated alerts and real time actions and operations 
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3.5.1 Integrated Big Data Platform 

Guavus applications are built on common Big Data Platform as seen in the below figure: 

 

 
Figure 5: Guavus Integrated Big Data Platform Approach 

The platform has the following characteristics: 

 UI Framework for rapid generation of Dashboards & Data Driven Applications 

 Core set of applications, modeled on key business problems such as Capacity Planning, 
Operations (Monitoring, Service Assurance, Care), Security and Marketing) 

 Rich set of API’s to access and manipulate data and analytics functions  

 Decision Intelligence layer: advanced analytics through machine learning 

 Spark based Big Data engine, optimized for Telecom Networks, with high data volume 
and full stack virtualization 

 External Data Integration for streaming and batch data, structured or unstructured, 
network or business data 
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The below figure provides a view into the Guavus 2.0 platform known as Reflex: 

 

 
Figure 6: Guavus Reflex Big Data Platform 

Reflex has the following characteristics: 

 Expands the ability from batch processing to true continuous analysis at scale 

 Continuously correlates, fuses and analyzes data streams with data at rest in silos 

 Supports virtualized and elastic architectures for maximum scalability 

Reflex has been built using Spark 1.0 and Hadoop Yarn 2.4, the latest technologies for large-
scale processing of Big Data streaming analytics.  The system features pre-built engines for the 
integration of streaming and stored data, machine learning and analytics applications for 
network, marketing, care, and security. 
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3.5.2 Architecture Supporting Solutions at Scale 

The company differentiates by providing solutions at scale.  The company’s ability to handle 
scale is evidenced in their Big Data reference architecture referenced in the below figure.   

 
Figure 7: Guavus Big Data Reference Architecture 

One of the ways that the company enables massive scalability is by processing at the edge.  
Their mantra is “process first and store later”, which allows them to reduce unnecessary 
overhead associated with cloud storage.   

They offer a virtualized, high-availability solution that operates in real-time.  In the case of 
network operator customers, Guavus products focus on QoE and associated policy and rules-
driven criterial, allowing only relevant data to be extended towards post-processing analysis. 

In addition, the company’s edge solution is intelligent, following specific rules based on KPIs to 
solve specific problems for their customers.  Generally speaking, most Big Data solutions never 
use up to 90% of the data captured.  The Guavus platform solves this problem. 

3.5.1 Focus on Big Data Application Development and Support 

It is important to note that the company understands that offering a robust, integrated 
platform is not enough.  Accordingly, Guavus is moving from a pure platform to more of a 
product play supporting many use cases.  In this vein, the company seeks to solve existing 
problems and anticipate solutions to others. 

The company provides a framework for creation of Big Data based applications for operational 
intelligence.  They offer essentially a toolkit to developers, many of which refer to the support 
as an “app generator”. 

In terms of app creation today, Guavus is involved in most of the development cases.  However, 
their goal and supporting infrastructure is in place to allow developers to become autonomous 
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in their app creation and extension into the marketplace. 

3.5.1 Combining Static and Dynamic Data 

Another advantage is that their solutions complement data lakes as Guavus exchanges their 
real-time data with static data of the former for more robust decision-making.    

 
Figure 8: Combining Static and Dynamic Data 

The company refers to data lakes and other static data as “Data at Rest” comprised of non-
dynamic data such as: 

 Catalog data 

 Databases 

 Data warehouses 

 Enterprise app data 

 Semi-structured data 

 

Guavus refers to dynamic data as “Data in Motion”, which includes various data types such as: 

 Data from CSP network elements 

 Web and device data 

 Sensor data 

 Unstructured data 

 Social media data 

 

Mind Commerce sees the ability to effectively combine static data (such as may be derived 
from Data Lakes) with dynamic data as a very important differentiator moving forward as many 
new applications will require synthesis of both data types for optimal solutions. 
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3.6 Conclusions and Recommendations 

 

Guavus is amongst one of the stable start-up companies, which offers Big Data analytics 
products that provide operational intelligence to enterprises, in the CSP and Cable industries. 
The company is looking to leverage its products for next generation service assurance and 
customer experience management and for adjacent markets in the industrial Internet of Things. 
The combination of applications and platform offered by Guavus enables it to provide a 
complete analytics solutions ranging from data ingestion and aggregations to provide data 
visualization services through the analysis of the available data. The analysis provided by it 
includes for network, content offerings, devices operational on the network and also analytics 
services related to subscribers. The analytics platform offered by Guavus integrates Hadoop, 
batch processing, streaming analytics, columnar databases, including its comprehensive 
connectors and APIs. The major advantage of its platform offering is its capability to be 
embedded in the applications of the CSPs & MSOs and adding a holistic analytics layer to 
enhance operations. 

Guavus has developed a strong understanding in the analytics domains and continues to 
develop & build up upon approach to design operational intelligence products to facilitate CSPs 
in their daily operations. US continue to be strong geography for the company and it has some 
of the leading CSPs as its clients like AT&T, Verizon, Sprint, etc. It continues to compete with the 
likes of IBM for its analytics offerings for securing contracts. Further its expansion in the 
European region, enables the company to further target new clients, especially the CSPs who 
plan to continue to upgrade their existing network to 4G/LTE. 

Though CSPs and MSOs continue to be its dominant vertical, Guavus has the potential to 
expand its presence across other verticals. As an increasing number of enterprises leverage 
increasingly complex cloud-based feature/functionality, they will rely upon software and 
solutions from companies like Guavus for Big Data Analytics products. Guavus has huge 
potential across various industry verticals as a key provider of next generation operational 
intelligence by way of leveraging their platform and expertise to deliver analytics applications 
to meet many market needs and specific market use cases.  Their software, platforms, and 
infrastructure as a whole benefits from the latest data science tools.  In addition, the company’s 
approach of blending business and operational data affords them many future opportunities 
such as capturing a share of the Customer Experience Management (CEM) market and the 
emerging critical area of Security Analytics (SA), which we believe will be of particular 
importance with the IoT arena. 
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This Big Data Leader report is brought to you by Mind Commerce and Telecom Engine: 
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